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iFOREWORD
LACIE estimates of wheat area, yield, and production are
considered to be sensitive. These estimates are specula-
tive and may be of interest to investors in making com-
modity-market investment decisions since they are related
to future production.
It is essential that strong measures be instituted to
manage and control these sensitive data to avoid prema-
ture disclosure and to prevent the unauthorized use of
this information for exploitation by manipulators or
speculators. The LACIE Commodity Data Control Plan for
JSC is established to define the procedures and mechanisms
to protect and safeguard sensitive LACIE-generated data.
All personnel working on the LACIE project will be held
personally responsible for the protection and safeguard-
ing of LACIE crop estimates of which they have knowledge
or that are in their possession from premature or unauthor-
ized release. Personnel who have access to wheat area,
yield, and production estimates generated by LACIE will
adhere to the provisions of this plan and comply with the
procedures and controls described herein.
A-26.
R. A. MacDonald
Manager, Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment
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iSECTION 1.0
PURPOSE
The purpose of the LACIE Commodity Data Control Plan
for JSC is to delineate the policies, procedures,
guidelines, and methods for the implementation, mainte-
nance, and operation of a system to control and safeguard
LACIE-generated sensitive data. The intunt is to ensure
that estimates of wheat area, yield, and production
are not misused or given to individuals on a preferential
basis in advance of general public release.
This document defines in depth the parameters governing
the sensitivity of LACIE data and will serve as a guide
and reference concerning LACIE sensitive data and their
distribution, handling, reproduction, and release.
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The controls and procedures stipulated in this plan
apply to all government personnel involved in the LACIE
project at NASA/JSC. These include personnel of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the National Oceanic.
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAH) interagency support-
ing staff.
Contractor personnel are governed by the controls and
procedures of this plan only to the extent that these
stipulations are specifically made applicable ty the
provisions of their respective contracts. For the purposes
of this document, contractor personnel are considered to
be those personnel working under support service contracts
and university contracts and other special contractors and
consultants.
The provisions of this plan encompass all wheat area,
yield, and production estimates generated by LACIE. The
provisions of this document will remain in effect through-
out all phases of the experiment as provided for in the
LACIE Project Plan, LACIE-C00605, dated August 1975.
The controls and procedures of this document will be
compatible with the requirements for mana g ement and control
of sensitive LACIE data as promulgated by the Executive
Steering Group (Level 1), or by the Agency Project Managers
or other LACIE activities such as the Center for Climatic
and Environmintal Assessment (CCEA) and the NOAA Page
Building facilities. whenever there is a conflict between
controls and procedures stipulated in this plan and those
defined in higher level documents, the higher level docu-
ments will take precedence and will be the controlling
documents.
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SECTION 3.0
POLICY
In accordance with the policies stated in the LACIE:
Management Guidelines, the USDA, the NOAA, and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
as participants in the LACIE project, are responsible
for ensuring that each member of its LACIE staff is
fully aware of his data protection responsibility under
these policy guidelines, including the issuance of
procedures as appropriate.
Data that may be sensitive must be fully defined to all
personnel having a legitimate need for such data in
order to fulfill LACIE objectives and goals. All
employees working on LACIE shall, therefore, be advised
that access to LACIE estimates of wheat area, yield,
and production are governed by the policies and pro-
cedures set forth in this document.
In the context of this document, the term "release" is
used to connote the transmission, distribution and use
of LACIE information under controls and restrictions
to protect such information from ;p remature disclosure.
These controls and restrictions on "release" of LACIE
materials apply to personnel within the LACIE system
as well as providing a means of "releasing" LACIE
information to the general public through appropriate
channels. Policies and procedures on availability of
LACIE materials and associated restrictions on their
distribution or release are promulgated in the appro-
priate references in this section and defined in detail
in section 5.0. The policies, procedures, controls and
restrictions as set forth in this plan are not intended
to delay or otherwise hamp!r the day-to-day technical
efforts of the experiment :)r to interfere with the
orderly fulfillment. of LACIE goals as agreed to by all
participants.
Data which may be sensitive in nature as defined herein
shall be made available through the Commodity Data Control
Officer (CCU) to personnel when it is established by manage-
ment that they have a need for such data in order to
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perform their assigned technical and functional
activities. It is the responsibility of manage-
ment, once the legitimacy of this requirement is
confirmed, to ensure that all personnel under
their jurisdiction have been appraised of and
understand their individual obligations to pro-
tect sensitive data generated within LACIE and
to comply with the provisions of this document.
This responsibility cannot be delegated.
To administer and manage the systems designed to
prevent access to sensitive LACIE information by
unauthorized individuals, a CCO and an alternate
have been designated at the following locations
where such information is generated, processed,
analyzed or evaluated.
Location Of
CCO and Alternate
	
Address
LACIE Project Office	 Johnson Space Center (JSC)
Houston, Texas
NASA LACIE Agency
	
NAST Yeadquarters
Project Manager	 Washington, D.C.
USDA LACIE Agency
	
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Project Manager	 Washington, D.C.
NOAA LACIE Agency
	
NOAA, Page Bldg. 1
Project Manager	 Washington, D.C.
Director, CCEA
	
Columbia, Missouri
The policies and procedures defined in this plan
are promulgated in accordance with the provisions
of the following documents.
A. LACIE Project Interagency Memorandum of
Understanding, Ictober 10, 1974
B. Appendix I to Management Guidelines for
LACIE, November 5, 1975
C. LACIE Project Plan, LACIE-CO0605, August
1975
D. LACIE Level 3 Change Control Procedures
Manual, LACIE D-75-02-001, February 21, 1973
E. LACIE Project Documentation Plan, LACIE-
000603, August 1975
F. Freedom of Information Act, JSCI 1382.4E
G. Standards of Conduct for NASA Employees,
NHB,1900. lA
H. USDA User Requirements, May 1975
I. USDA Foreign Agricultural Service Notice
No. 679
J. CAS-IE ICD, section 6, LACIE-C00701),
September 12, 1975
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lK. Title 18, U.S. Code, Chapter 93, section 1902,
"Disclosure of Crop Information and specula-
tion Thereon"; section 1905, "Visclosure of
Confidential Information"; and section 2022,
"False Crop Reports"
L. NASA Management Instruction (NMI) 1900.4,
"Responsibilities for Safequardinq Crop
Information"
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-XTION 4.0
mhbFONSIBILITIES
The LACIE Project Manager has the overall
responsibility for establishing administra-
tive and physical controls and appropriate
methods of safeguarding sensitive LACIE
data. The CCO is responsible for implementing
and administering those safeguard controls and
methods.
	
4.1	 MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
The LACIE Protect Manager will be responsible
for ensuring that appropriate procedures and
controls are instituted at JSC for maintaining
safeguards and protection of individual re-
ports, evaluations, estimates, and related
information prepared by LACIE on wheat area,
yield, and production.
The LACIE Project Manager will be the final
authority on matters pertaining to the proper
protection of sensitive LACIE information
and for approval and designation by name of
those personnel under his management juris-
diction authorized to have access to such
information. These include personnel in
LACIE support activities at the NASA/JSC,
the USDA and NOAA interagency supporting
staff, and personnel doing LACIE work under
contract.
	
4.2	 COMMODITY DATA CONTROL OFFICER RESPONSIBILITIES
The designated CCO located at JSC will have the
responsibility for safeguarding LACIE infor-
mation concerning estimates of wheat area,
yield, and production.
The alternate CCO will, in the absence of the
designated CCO, assume those responsibilities
and perform those functions and obligations
normally delegated to the CCO.
The CCO will be responsible for:
A. Establishing and implementing the
procedures and methods of properly and
adequately safeguarding LACIE-generated
sensitive information until such
4-1
rinformation is made available for general
public release.
B. Ensuring that the administrative provi-
sions and physical means of protecting
sensitive LACIE data from inadvertent
and unauthorized disclosure are strictly
adhered to and are effectively maintained
and monitored.
C. Providing for ADP safeguards at the location
of the computer terminals where wheat area,
yield,	 and production estimates are
generated,	 processed,	 or analyzed.
D. Coordinating ADP safeg+:rd procedures for
those software/hardware activities external
to the location of the referen^ed
terminals.
E. Ensuring that personnel working under the
jurisdiction of the LACIE Project Manager
are fully aware of their data protection
responsibilities under the policies and
guidelines of this plan.
F. Implementing measures for ensuring that
data containing aggregated area,	 yield or
production estimates are made available or
distributed only in accordance with
policies on release of LACIE material as
set forth in LACIE Management Guidelines or
as established by the Executive Steering
Group and in compliance with provisions of
this plan.
G. Ensuring that all CAS aggregations are
conducted in the controlled and safeguarded
area	 (Bldg.	 17,	 Rm.	 2070B)	 and that access
to this area and to the CAS data being
generated shall be limited to designated
CAS personnel.	 Other LACIE personnel may
be specifically designated by name by the
CCO for access to the controlled area
providing a requirement for such access is
documented and justified.
H. Establishing at JSC an accounting and
tracking system to control,	 record,	 and
monitor the receipt and transmission by
mail,	 courier,	 or other means of	 current
aggregated wheat area,	 yield,	 or production
data to and from geographically separated
locations.
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I. Establishing an accounting and tracking
system to control, record, and monitor the
handling of sensitive LACIE data within
organizations and activities and between
locations at JSC.
J. Establishing an accounting and tracking
system to control, record, and monitor
working papers, tapes, reports, documents,
or other sensitive material maintained,
stored, or filed in the area designated for
safeguarding such material. This includes
the requirement for logging material in and
out of the retention area by authorized
personnel. Establishing and maintaining a
system to control, record, and monitor the
entrance into and exit from the limited
access area (Bldg. 17, Rm. 2070B) used for
safeguarding sensitive LACIE material.
4.3
	
PERSONNEL BRIEFING AND DEBRIEFING
4.3.1	 Onboard Personnel
All LACIE personnel assigned to the project
having a legitimate need for sensitive LACIE
data or whose work requires access to such in-
formation will be formally notified and briefed
by the CCO on the contents of the Commodity
Data Control Plan, Federal statutes and regu-
lations, NASA and JSC regulations, and other
pertinent policies and procedures for safe-
guarding information. Each person will sign a
statement indicating they have received such a
formal notification and briefing and have been
provided a copy of documents identified in the
briefing.
4.3.2	 Newly Assigned Personnel
All newly assigned LACIE personnel will be for-
mally notified and briefed by the CCO concerning
the items identified above or any more current
applicable regulations and will sign a state-
ment that they have received such a briefing
and have been provided a copy of documents
identified in the briefing. This briefing will
be conducted on a monthly basis or as required.
4.3.3	 Departing_Personnel
Employees departing the LACIE project will have
an obligation and responsibility to safeguard
the LACIE sensitive data for a minimum period of
4-3
sninety days, or for periods otherwise specified,
after they have terminated their association with
the project. The USDA, NOAA, and NASA desig-
nated representatives at JSC shall advise depart-
ing personnel of their respective agencies on
these obligations and responsibilities. Simi-
larly, authorized representatives of government
contractors shall advise their departing employees
on these obligations and responsibilities. These
debriefings will define and specify the general
categories of LACIE materials and information and
the associated restrictions on public release.
The periods of time wherein the sensitivity shall
be maintained will be explained and stipulated.
Prior to departure and subsequent to the debrief-
ing, each government or contractor employee will
sign a statement acknowledging that such a brief-
ing was received.
	
4.3.4	 Personnel Responsibilities
Each employee involved in activities utilizing
sensitive information should ensure that such
{
	 data or information is properly safeguarded to
prevent unauthorized disclosure while in his
possession. All personnel should be fully cogni-
xant of their responsibilities for the protect-
tion of LACIE-generated area, yield, or produc-
tion estimates and for ensuring that material to
be released does not contain sensitive data as
specified in section 5.1. Release of material
will be in accordance with instructions contained
in section 5.0. I£ any employee has reason to
believe there is a failure to provide for ade-
quate safeguards, he shall promptly report this
fact to the CCO.
	
4.3.5	 Legal Responsibilities
The L'SDA, NOAA and NASA designated representa-
tives at JSC shall advise their respective
employees working within the LACIE of toe statu-
tory penalties for unauthorized disclosure of
sensitive LACIE information. Government con-
tractor personnel participating in the LACIE
shall be advised of the penalties for unauthor-
ized disclosure of LACIE sensitive information
by spokesmen of their respective companies or
organizations who are duly qualified legally or
are otherwise authorized to represent the company
or Organization contractually.
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In compliance with the stipulations of the USDA
_-1	 Foreign Agricultural Service Note No. 679, the
USDA designated representative at JSC shall ob-
tain USDA employee Nondisclosure Certification.
This note further stipulates that all USDA em-
ployees who handle aggregated crop data must
sign the Nondisclosure Certification and ensure
that all LACIE material on agricultural esti-
mates is adequately safeguarded.
NASA/JSC and contractor employees who have been
advised of their statutory obligations will
sign a LACIE statement. The employees will be
required to state that they have been briafed
and formally notified of the requirements of and
responsibilities for safeguarding against the
unauthorized disclosure of or use of LACIE data
and information and that they have received
and read specific documents advising them of
such requirements and responsibilities. These
forms, as well as the completed USDA and NOAA
Nondisclosure Certification forms will be kept
on active file by the CCO. These forms will be
used to verify and authenticate by name those
persons authorized to have access to LACIE sensi-
tive information.
4-S
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SECTION 5.0
GUIDELINES
5.1	 AVAILABILITY AND RELEASE OF LACIE MATERIALS
General categories of availability of I,ACiE
materials and associated restrictions on their
distribution or release are as follows.
A. Material routinely available includes:
1. The basic Landsat imagery,
environmental satellite data, and
climatological data in accordance with
current policy
2. General descriptions of LACIE in terms
of its experimental goals and
objectives
3. Research reports as approved by the
Interagency Management Group
B. Material that would be released on a case-
by-case basis if requested includes:
1. Historical LACIE national and regional
assessments of acreage, yield, and
production when in accordance with
these guidelines such material is no
longer being used for current analysis
by USDA
2. Generalized description of the basic
area, yield, production, and agromet
models
C. Material not to be released includes:
1. LACIE area, yield, and production
estimates being used prior to USDA
release
2. Working materials and analysis in
process
3. User procedure details contained in
data processing programs e ployed by
LACIE
D. Release of material relating to specific
countries other than the United States and
Canada, for which LACIE estimates will be
made, will be handled in accordance with
policy to be established by the Executive
Steering Group.
E. Since each employee is responsible for the
protection of current area, yield, or
production estimates in his possession, he
is responsible for ensuring that material
to be released does not contain data that
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rare to be protected as specified above.
When in doubt, the employee should request:_
the CCO to determine whether any of tho
material is under restriction.	 In this	 -_
case, if the CCO detr.rminvs that any of the
data is currently under restriction, the
material is not to be released unles.. the
data to be protected is deleted.	 if the
CCO determines that none of the data itc
restricted, he will so si(inify by sigriind
under the date block.
F. All requests for sensitive LACIt. data shall
be coordinated with and cleared by the CCO.
5.2	 PROTECTION PERIODS
Protection periods during which access to
reports generated by one or more of the LACIE
subsystems which contain aggregated area,
yield, or production estimates will be
restricted are as follows.
5.2.1	 Maximum Protection Period
5.2.1.1 Access.- Limited to those persons on the LACIE
,a staff designated by the CCO for the appropriate
location.
5.2.1.2 Duration.- From date of issuance until 	 the next
working day following the release, by the
g Statistical Reporting Service, 	 of USDA's
official crop estimates for the same month.
This will ensure that LACIE crop reports are
not competing with or confused with official
USDA crop estimates issued through the
Statistical Reporting Service.
5.2.1.3 Legend.- The cover and each page of each report
will prescribe the ending date of Maximum
Protection Period.
5.2.2 Restricted Access Period
5.2.2.1 Access.- Available 	 to LACIE staff to enable
them to carry out assigned duties 	 in reports
evaluation,	 preparation of	 technical	 reports,
program'modification,	 etc.	 Since
	
these	 data
are generally raw and unevaluated,	 they will
not be released outside LACIE staff and
5-2
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management during the Restricted Access
Period.	 However,	 in order to meet stated
LACIE objectives, the CCO may authorize
the release of selected portions of crop
estimates for evaluation and/or analysis
by authorized non-LACIE personnel. 	 Persons
so authorized to receive data are responsible
for protection of the data.
5.2.2.2 Duration. - Four months from end of Maximum
Protection Period.
5.2.2.3 Legend. - The cover and each page of each
report will contain the ending date Restricted
Access Period.
5.2.3 Post-Restricted Period
5.2.3.1 Access. - To members of the public on an
individual request basis.
5.2.3.2 Duration.	 - Open-ended, beginning with end
of Restricted Access Period.
An annual calendar will be maintained by the
CCO delineating the specific dates when the
Statistical Reporting Service reports are to
be issued, thus establishing the above-mentioned
restriction periods.
5.3 DETAILED PROCEDURES
The detailed procedures used in handling and
safeguarding the type and categories of LACIE
data identified in the following are delineated
in appendixes A-and B.
The sensitivity of the various types and categories
of LACIE data is normally established in accordance
with the following criteria.
A. When a tabulation is compiled on more than
one sample segment identifying both the
sample segment number and its geographical
position in latitude and longitude
B. When a tabulation identifies specific de-
tails of acquisition by country, sample
segment number, and date of acquisition
5-3
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C.	 When the CAMS/CAS interface tapes and
documents containing tabulations of sample
segments and associated analysis data are
generated and ready for delivery to CAS
D.	 When CAS produces area,	 yield,	 and
production reports for delivery to the
Information Evaluation Group, Washington,
D.C.
E.	 Yield estimates generated by YES:
1.	 Hard copy - when information is
produced via the terminal at JSC
2.	 Tapes - when the information is
produced at Page Bldg.	 or CCEA to be
mailed to JSC or when tape is produced
at JSC using	 telephone	 line facilities
between JSC and CCEA or Page Bldg
3.	 Pur.ched Cards - when produced at CCEA
or Page Bldg.	 to be mailed to JSC
F.	 Duplicates of any of the preceding types or
categories of data - when produced.
A repository for sensitive LACIE data will
reside in the Commodity Data Control Office
located at JSC,	 Bldg.	 17,	 Room 2070B.
Distribution and release of sensitive LACIE
data will be coordinated and conducted by and
through the CCO.
The exact periods of protection/control
applicable to each item of sensitive LACIE data
will be identified and applied by the CCO upon
receipt of the data.
Sensitive area,	 yield,	 and production data in
the process of being accumulated or working
papers actively being used containing such data
will be submitted to the CCO for application of
a stamp notation indicating 	 "LACIE SENSITIVE -
INTERNAL USE ONLY."
Personnel responsibilities for protection of
sensitive LACIE data:
A. Personnel shall take steps to protect
current data in their possession,
including:
1. Locking up reports that require
safeguarding at night, on weekends, on
5-4
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holidays, or during other extended
absences from assigned work area
2. Placing reports in a closed drawer when
individuals leave their work areas or
desks unattended during normal working
hours
3. Turning reports face down whenever an
individual has visitors not authorized
to receive current LACIE commodity data
4. Ensuring that work sheets and other
analyses are treated the same as the
LACIE commodity data reports containing
area, yield, or production information
5. Disposing of waste and scrap paper by
shredding or tearinq in such a manner
as to render the information content of
such paper useless
B. It is particularly important that analysts
and all other LACIE personnel use caution
and discretion in discussing their
activities and functions outside their work
areas, particularly as they relate to
commodity data.
C. Secretaries and other support staff shall
take precautions similar to those of the
analysts.
1. Typing or copying of sensitive data
must be done in such a manner as to
safeguard the sensitivity of the
material.
2. The person requested to type or copy
such material should be alerted to
its sensitive nature; thus, the analyst
should alert the secretary when spe-
cific material is to be protected.
5.3.1	 Distribution of CAS Monthly Reports
A. The SRS Crop Reporting Board will receive
one copy:
Mr. W. Kibbler
Administrator of
Service
U.S. Department
Room 5863, South
Washington, D.C.
Statistical Reporting Board
of Agriculture
Bldg.
20250
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tB. The CCO's at the following locations will
receive one copy:
1. The USDA LACIE Agency Project Manager,
Washington, D.C.
2. The NASA LACIE Agency Project Manager,
NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.
C. Six copies will remain on file in the
Commodity Data Control Office, JSC, Bldg.
17, Rm. 2070B.
D. Additional distribution will be determined
by the LACIE Manager.
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SECTION 6.0
-	 PROCEDURES
Administrative and physical control procedures for safe-
guarding LACIE sensitive data are delineated and dc,fined
in detail in appendixes A and B. These procedures establish
the systems and methods to be implemented and applied in
the administration, physical control, and protection ()f
all categories of LACIE data identified as being sensitive
and requiring safeguarding.
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rAPPENDIX A
DETAILED ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL PROCEDURES
	
A1.0	 PURPOSE
The detailed administrative control procedures
are established to delineate and define those
responsibilities, procedures, and methods of
properly and adequately safeguarding LACK:-
generated sensitive information until such time
as that information is made available for
general public release.
	
A2.0	 DEFINITION
A. Information - Any form of communication
through which sensitive LACIE data are
transferred, such as correspondence,
documents, reports, maps, computer tapes,
punched cards, films, slides, graphics,
recordings, exhibits, or displays.
B. Controlled and safeguardud area - Room
20708, Building 17, JSC, designated for CAS
aggregation of wheat area, yield, and
production data.
	
A3.0	 ACCESS PROCEDURES
	A3.1	 ACCESS TO ROOM 20708, BLDG. 17
A list of personnel authorized entrance to Room
2070B, Bldg. 17, will be maintained by the CCO.
No changes, deletions, or additions will be
made to this list without approval of the LACIE
Manager or his delegated representative. The
list of personnel authorized admittance into
this room will be posted in a prominent
location at the outside entrance of the room
and the Data Control Records clerk will
control, monitor, and administer admission.
	
A3.2	 ACCESS TO TERMINALS IN ROOM 2070B
An access list authorized by the CCO for
operators of the terminals will be posted in a
prominent location adjacent to the room access
list. (Identification numbers and passwords
necessary to operate the terminals will be
controlled by the CAS subsystem manager.)
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A3.3	 LACIE PERSONNEL.
Access to Room 2070H will be contrc,ll(.d and
restricted to those CAS personnel actually
assigned to perform aggregation, analysis, or
evaluation activities and functionally related
work. Other LACIE personnel may be
specifically designated by name by the CCO for
access to the controlled area providing the
requirement for access is properly Justified
and documented.
	
A3.4	 NON-LACIE PERSONNEL
Maintenance and repair personnel or other non-
LACIF, individuals having an established need
approved by the CCO to be in the restricted
area will be under continuous escort. All
work being performed by LACIE personnel will
be discontinued during the period such non-
LACIE individuals are in the area. Working
papers and other materials will be monitored
and otherwise safeguarded and protected.
	
A3.5	 VISITORS
Entrance to the area by visitors must be
approved by the CCO and will be limited to
those having official business with LACIE
personnel in the controlled area. Visitors
will be met at the entrance area by the person
with whom they have business and will be
continuously escorted by that person throughout
the period of time the visitor is in the area.
It will be the responsibility of the escorting
individual to ensure that the visitor has
bonafide business and that he receives only
that assistance, information, or material which
he has been authorized to receive by the CCO or
the Project Manager or their designated
representatives.
	
A3.6	 ACCESS RECORD
With the exception of those individuals
designated in section 3.1, all personnel will
be logged into the area by the Data Control
Records clerk by date, name, organization,
address, telephone number, and the name of the
person visited. The name of the individual
sponsoring non-LACIE personnel or visitors into
the area will also be recorded. Access logs
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will be retained on file throughout the
duration of LACIE or until instructions for
disposition have been issued.
	
A4.0	 ACCESS LISTS
	
A4.1	 ACCESS TO ROOM 2070B
A duly authorized (by the CCO) access list for
admittance into the room will be posted in a
prominent location at the entrance of the room,
and the Data Control Records clerk will
administer admission accordingly.
All approved visitors requesting access and
who are not on the access list will be
sponsored by a person on the authorized list-.
All such individuals will sign in and out
on a log indicating date, time, and reason
access is required. The sponsor will
initial the signature.
	
A4.2	 ACCESS TO TERMINALS IN ROOM 2070E
A duly authorized (by the CCO) access list for
operations of the terminals will be posted in a
prominent location adjacent to the room access
list.	 (Identification numbers and passwords
necessary to operate the terminals will be
controlled by the CAS subsystem manager.)
Access list to receive Maximum Protection
Period data will be in the custody of the Data
Control Records clerY and will be used in sign-
out of such data.
	
A5.0	 DATA SIGN-OUT PROCEDURES
	
A5.1	 RESTRICTED OR LOW-RESTRICTED DATA
A. Requester will indicate desired data to
Data Control Records clerk.
B. The clerk will obtain the information from
Room 2070B.
C. The clerk will ascertain that an MSC Form
173 is affixed to the information and that
all data control stamps and log numbers
have been properly applied.
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D. The clerk will have the requester sign
and date the MSC Form 173 in the proper
location.
E. The clerk will remove the signed MSC
Form 173 and deliver the item to the
requester.
F. The clerk will file the signed MSC
Form 173 in the appropriate location
in the sign-out receipt container.
	
A5.2	 MAXIMUM PROTECTION PERIOD DATA
Sign-out procedures for this type data will be
the same as for Restricted or Unrestricted Data
with one exception; only the persons appearing
on the access list for Maximum Protection Data
will be authorized to receive such data.
Access list to receive Maximum Protection
	 I
Period data will be in the custody of the Data
Control Records clerk and will be used in the
sign-out of such data.
	
A6.0	 DATA SIGN-IN PROCEDURES
A. The person signed out for the data will
return them to the Data Control Records
clerk.
B. The clerk will return the original signed
copy of MSC Form 173 in exchange for the
data.
C. The clerk will then return the data to the
proper location in the file.
	
A7.0	 MAIL LOG-IN PROCEDURES
A. Inspect seals.
B. Assign sequential number to item and notate
in "Log-In" Ledger.
C. Record title.
D. Record issuance date of item.
E. Record date received by CCO.
F. Apply proper color code to denote when
restriction is removed.
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G. Apply proper color code sheet to front of
item with proper restriction dates.
H. Prepare sign-out form.
I. Place item in proper storage location in
room 2070B, Bldg. 17.
	
A8.0	 MAIL LOG-OUT PROCEDURES
A. Record assigned sequential number and
notate in "Log-Out" Ledger.
B. Record title.
C. Record data mailed out.
D. Deliver to mail room for attachment of
return receipt and acquire number on
receipt.
E. Post in "Log-Out" Ledger receipt number.
	
A9.0	 TRANSMITTAL OF LACIE REPORTS
The CCO will transmit LACIE Reports containing
current commodity data in a double envelope by
registered mail, return receipt requested. The
outside envelope will contain only an address.
The inside envelope will designate the contents.
The CCO will also ensure that unauthorized access
to contents can be readily detected.
The CCO shall:
A. Seal the inner envelope carefully.
B. Write the signature of the sender, date and
time with a ballpoint pen across the joint
of the seal or seals of the envelope.
C. Place transparent tape over the sealed
joint and signature so that removal will
trod to lift fibers of the envelope and
will surely lift the ink off the writing.
	
A10.0	 YES PASSWORDS
Changing of passwords used by JSC YES personnel
in accession to NOAA-Page Bldg. or Center for
Climatic and Environmental Assessment (CCEA)
computers for yield estimates will be mailed
from the CCO at CCEA to the CCO at JSC via
registered mail, return receipt requested.
The DATA Log-In and Sign-Out procedures will
be implemented in the handling of the infor-
mation. The YES Subsystem Manager will be
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signed out with the YES Password information
and will control the release of it to author-
ized personnel in the YES.
All.0	 EVALUATION OR ANALYSIS OF LACIE DATA BY
NON-LACIE PERSON
There will be times when, to attain stated
LACIE objectives, it will be necessary to take
protected LACIE data to non-LACIE persons for
evaluation and/or analysis during the
Restricted Access Period. Such material shall
first be logged out through the CCO. The CCO
will require a written justification for his
approval and filing. Also, the CCO will
require assurance that the material released
will be prctected by the non-LACIE person. At
a minimum:
A. The non-LACIE recipient will receive a Data
Protection package including the appropriate
certification or statement and the materials
described therein.
B. There will be an oral explanation to the
recipient of the sensitive nature of the
materials.
Al2.0	 PRESENTATIONS AND BRIEFINGS
There is in the LACIE a continuing requirement
for management communication to report on the
status or progress of the project and technical
or scientific developments. In those instances
where status reports or briefings are to be
given to Level 1, 2 or.3 management, any data
within the LACIE project necessary to the
decision making process may be used providing
no parties external to the LACIE Project
Interagency Memorandum of Understanding are
present. Such reports or briefings prepared as
part of the LACIE project may reflect acreage,
yield, or production figures (including
intermediate summaries) and therefore are
considered sensitive and must be handled
accordingly. Positive steps shall be taker to
ensure that those present for such reports or
briefings are there in an official capacity and
authenticated as having a need for such
information.
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Individuals making these types of briefings
will preface their discussions with a verbal
explanation that the material to be presented
contains LACIE sensitive data and should be
treated as such. If the information contained
in the presentation is derived from area,
yield, and production data in the process of
being accumulated or from working papers
actively being used containing such data, lhat
material will be stamped with the notation
"LACIE SENSITIVE - INTERNAI, USE ONLY."
If,however, the briefing contains information
or reports generated by one or more of the
LACIE subsystems which contain aggregated area,
yield, or production estimates, access to this
information is restricted in accordance with
the provisions of and for the protection
periods defined in section 5.2. Material
containing such data will be stamped with the
notation indicating the ending dates of the
"Maximum" and "Restricted" p rotection periods.
When slides or viewgraphs are used, the initial
slide or viewgraph should contain the stamped
notation appropriate to the information content
of the briefing. This is for the purpose of
introducing to the audience the category of
sensitivity, as defined above, of the material
being used. All written material, graphs,
slides, charts, viewgraphs or other data used
in the presentation will be stamped with the
annotation appropriate to the data contained
thereon.
Hand-out material which contains LACIE
sensitive data issued to attendees at briefings
or presentations will be signed for and dated
by the recipient on MSC Form 173. This form
will be affixed to the material by the CCO at
the time the stamps indicating the category of
sensitivity are applied. The original signed
copy of the MSC Form 173 will be returned to
the CCO by the individual making the
presentation or briefing.
It will be the responsibility of the
individuals preparing the briefing to ensure
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sthat the above notations are stamped on the
presentation or report material prior to the
actual presentation. All duplicate copies of
the presentation or hand-out material will be
similarly stamped. The proper stamp ,; and
instructions for appropriate placement of these
notations may be obtained through the CCO . It
will also be the responsibility of the
individual making the presentation to safeguard
or secure all. briefing materials in his or tier
possession during travel, at night and at all
other times when the material is not Factually
being used.
During the actual preparation of reports and
briefing material, measures shall be taken to
ensure that all sensitive information is
properly safeguarded. All materials which fall
within the criteria for "Maximum" and
"Restricted" protection periods will be stored
in room 2070B of Building 17 until signed out
to the presentor of the briefing. The data
will be returned to the CCO after presentation
for retention in room 2070B and will remain
there until its sensitivity date has expired.
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APPENDIX B
DET41LED PHYSICAL CONTROL PROCEDURES
	
B1.0	 OPENING OF ROOM 2070B
The Data Control Records clerk or authorized
alternates will unlock the door and initial the
log and indicate date and time of opening.
The Data Control Records clerk or authorized
alternates will survey the contents of the room
to ascertain that all storage containers and
equipment have not been tampered with.
	
B2.0
	 SECURING OF ROOM 2070B
The door to the limited access area will be
provided with appropriate locking devices.	 rh(^
door will be locked at all times during normal
business hours when the area is not occupied
and the door is not monitored, at night, and on
weekends and holidays. The door need not be
closed during business hours whenever the Data
Control Records clerk or other authorized
personnel are monitoring the entrance.
Personnel will be designated by roster to
assure that all working materials and data are
stowed and locked in file cabinets or otherwise
secured at the end of each working day. These
personnel will also be responsible for assuring
that all file cabinets, safes, and containers
are locked and properly_ secured at the end of
each working day. The individual responsible
for this security check will initial the log
and indicate the date and time the check was
completed. After this action the CCO or his
designated alternate will perform a similar
security check, initial the log and indicate
the date and time of completion.
The Data Control Records clerk or authorized
alternates will lock the door and initial the
log and indicate date and time of closing.
After this action has been completed, the CCU
or his designated alternate will verify that
the door has been locked, initial the log and
indicate the date and time of verification.
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